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Abstract
Computer messages are often broadcast over ethernets, and sent point-to-point between them: globally
asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS). This paradigm is captured here by a primitive calculus, MBS
(mobile broadcasting systems). MBS processes talk in rooms by local broadcast, and walk between rooms
at unspeciﬁed speeds. Names are like object names in the π-calculus, but its “get/put b on channel a”
becomes in MBS “go to a and hear/say b”. Speakers wait for departing processes, who are grouped by
destination, and walkers can enter only silent rooms. These rules, and a primitive to make a room wait for
a walker from a given room, seem adequate for programming.
Keywords: Process calculus, broadcast communication, process mobility, ethernet, GALS.
1 Background and related work
Broadcast is a common and natural communication primitive; witness speech, radio
and ethernet. It is also fun to program with [10,13], for both concurrent and parallel
algorithms, and oﬀers easy treatments of priority [10] and time [11]. The calculus
CBS [10,6] captures its main features, and is easily put on top of a programming
language [10]: data-dependent, executable concurrent CBS programs (not just mod-
els) have been formally proved correct [4,5,1]. But CBS fails in at least one respect:
it unrealistically models even global broadcasts as being synchronous.
Practical methods to overcome the limited range of real broadcasts include mul-
tiple hops as in ad-hoc networks (modelled by recent variants of CBS [7,8]), and
asynchronous point-to-point hops between broadcasts, as in parts of the internet.
This paper reports ﬁrst experiments with a notation for mobile broadcasting systems
(MBS) inspired by the latter: “talking” conﬁned to rooms and “walking” between
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them. Talking is autonomous, ethernet-style single channel broadcast (as in [10]).
Every broadcast is heard instantly by everyone else in the room, and by no one
outside. Processes speak one at a time, arbitration resolving contention. Walking
is asynchronous process mobility at unspeciﬁed speed; to send just the message a,
send the process a!0. These design choices constitute the base model of MBS.
The rest of this paper develops MBS, but ﬁrst two previously developed exten-
sions of CBS need passing mention. HOBS [9] models asynchronous buﬀers between
broadcasts, and so can be seen as capturing another GALS model, but it entails
the complications of a higher order calculus. The π-b calculus [3] is the π-calculus
with broadcast replacing handshake. It can thus be seen as CBS with link mobil-
ity (whereas MBS models process mobility), but the π-b calculus does not directly
model practical methods to extend broadcast range.
2 Programming in MBS
To support programming, the base model must be complemented by means to
synchronise walking and talking. The requirements (SR) are suggested by examples.
To ﬁnd the largest of a set of numbers, let each try to announce itself until it
succeeds or it hears a larger number: p(n)def= 〈x?if x ≥ n then 0 else p(n) + n!0〉.
Then the parallel composition of the p(n)’s will broadcast an increasing sequence of
numbers, the last being the maximum. But how to detect termination? SR1: walkers
may only enter silent rooms (or rather, stable ones; see SR3). Then a walker can
leave the room and re-enter to announce termination.
Quicksort: Choose two new names x and y, put the numbers in a room, and let
each try to announce itself. The pivot succeeds, all smaller numbers go to room x,
and the rest to room y. Continue recursively. It is bothersome to assemble processes
after a walk, so SR2: all those leaving at the same time for the same room must
walk (and so arrive) together. It is easy to avoid grouping if needed. To collect the
sorted list, a reporter goes along with the smallest and traverses the (virtual) tree
of rooms. To keep stragglers, such as the reporter, from joining a group still sorting
themselves, SR3: exits have priority over speech.
Quicksort illustrates two advantages of MBS: the rooms x and y can proceed
independently, and with well chosen rooms, most broadcasts are interesting to most
of those in the room (less wasted bandwidth). In programming, rooms are often
logical rather than physical.
Subroutines. A key need is to execute subroutines in private rooms between
broadcasts, so MBS has a “holding exit” programming primitive (not an enforced
SR): running a⇑p in room o sends p alone to a, putting all reduction in o on hold
till a process returns from a.
3 Syntax and Reduction
Let N be a countable set of names. The set P of processes, and the set R of rooms
are sets inductively deﬁned by the BNF syntax below. Let a, b, x, y ∈ N , while
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c ∈ N ∪ {⊥}, h ∈ {T, F}, p, q ∈ P , and s, t ∈ R. The distinction between a, b,
c (non-binding) and x, y (binding) is suggestive, not formal. Rooms have unique
names and are not nested.
p ::= 0
∣
∣
∣ x?p
∣
∣
∣ 〈x?p + a!q〉
∣
∣
∣ a ∗ p
∣
∣
∣ a↑hp
∣
∣
∣ νx.p
∣
∣
∣ p|q
s ::= 0
∣
∣
∣ ab:p
∣
∣
∣ νx.s
∣
∣
∣ s|t
∣
∣
∣ c?a[p]
The process 0 hears everything silently, x?p replaces x in p by any name it hears,
〈x?p + a!q〉 can say a and become q but is like x?p in hearing, a ∗ p replicates p
(hearing a is the trigger), a↑Tp is written a⇑p (see above), a↑Fp (written a↑p) is p
joining a group leaving for a. Let l, m, n ∈ P ∪R. Then νx.m creates a fresh name
x with scope m, and m|n is m in parallel with n. Room ⊥?a[p] (written a[p]) is p
in room a, while b?a[p] is p in holding room a awaiting a walker from b, room 0 is
the empty system, and ab:p is p walking from a to b.
In the structural congruence tables below, x is fresh (i.e. renamed to avoid
clashes).
α-equivalence m|0 ≡ m m|n ≡ n|m l|(m|n) ≡ (l|m)|n
νx.0 ≡ 0 νx.νy.m ≡ νy.νx.m νx.(m|n) ≡ (νx.m)|n if x /∈ fn n
Above, familiar laws. Next, obvious variants, and below that, laws speciﬁc to MBS:
νx.y?p ≡ y?νx.p νx.〈y?p + a!q〉 ≡ 〈y?νx.p + a!νx.q〉 νx.(a↑hp) ≡ a↑hνx.p
(x↑p)|(x↑q) ≡ x↑(p|q) c?a[νx.p] ≡ νx.c?a[p]
Last, the partial function /b, where p/b is what p becomes upon hearing a name b.
0/b ≡ 0 (x?p)/b ≡ p[b/x] 〈x?p + a!q〉/b ≡ p[b/x]
(a ∗ p)/a ≡ p|a ∗ p (a ∗ p)/b ≡ a ∗ p if a = b (a↑hp)/b ≡ ⊥
(νx.p)/b ≡ νx.(p/b) (p|q)/b ≡ (if p/b ≡ ⊥ or q/b ≡ ⊥ then ⊥ else p/b|q/b)
So a↑p refuses to hear, and the last law says a parallel composition refuses to
hear if either component does. Refusal to hear means no one can speak (Axiom 1
below).
Next, predicates on p and s, deﬁned by induction: p↓ (“p is stable”, needed for
SR1), pb (“p wants to join a group bound for b”, needed for SR2), and bs (“there
is no room b in s”, to create rooms). Again, x is fresh. “Implies”, “and” and “or”
are written ⇒, ∧ and ∨.
0↓ (x?p)↓ (a ∗ p)↓ (b↑p)b b0 b(a′a:p) b(a[p]) if a = b
p↓ ⇒ (νx.p)↓ pb ⇒ (νx.p)b bs ⇒ b(νx.s)
p↓ ∧ q↓ ⇒ (p|q)↓ pb ∨ qb ⇒ (p|q)b bs ∧ bt ⇒ b(s|t)
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Finally, s−→ s′ deﬁned below says the room s can reduce to s′. Note p ≡ q ⇒ a[p] ≡
a[q].
1. b[〈x?p + a!q〉|r]−→ b[q|(r/a)] if r/a = ⊥
2. a[q|b↑p]−→ a[q]|ab:p if ¬qb 3. ab:p|b[q]−→ b[p|q] if q↓
4. a[q|b⇑p]−→ b?a[q]|ab:p 5. ab:p|a?b[q]−→ b[p|q]
6. νx.(s|ax:p)−→ νx.(s|x[p]) if xs
7. s−→ s′ ⇒ s|t−→ s′|t 8. s−→ s′ ⇒ νx.s−→ νx.s′
9. s ≡ t ∧ s−→ s′ ∧ s′ ≡ t′ ⇒ t−→ t′
Because a↑p refuses to hear, Axiom 1 enforces SR3. It also says speech is au-
tonomous (even though it has to wait for departing processes); the absence of an
axiom b[p]−→b[p/a] (where the a would have to plucked out of thin air) says hearing
is not. Axiom 2 directly enforces SR2, and Axiom 3 enforces SR1. Axioms 4 and
5 deal with holding exits and rooms. Axiom 6 says that there is a unique room for
each name. Rules 7, 8 and 9 are simple. The rule s−→ s′ ∧ t−→ t′ ⇒ s|t−→ s′|t′ may
be added, but the actual parallelism cannot be detected!
4 Encodings
Much encoding can be done as in the π-calculus, but using rooms instead of channels.
To get/put b on channel a, go to room a and hear/say b.
Let a † pdef= 〈x?0 + a!p〉. To implement the recursive deﬁnition A(x)def= p, make a
room A[A ∗ o?x?o↑p] and a caller from room o replaces A(v) by A⇑A † o † v †0. Then
a!q, which will say a and become q, ignoring all it hears, can be implemented by
Xdef= 〈x?X + a!q〉.
Let a??p be deﬁned by a??p/a ≡ p and a??p/b ≡ 0 if a = b. It can be imple-
mented in room o by νm.x?m⇑(x † o↑0|a ∗ o↑p). If x = a then p|0 returns to free the
held room o, else just 0 returns. The grouping is essential otherwise 0 could return
ﬁrst, and p might lose broadcasts. The room m with its replicator inside, can be
garbage collected after this one use. The triggered replicator in fact permits the
encoding of a full case construct.
The λ-calculus has also been encoded in MBS following Milner’s π-calculus en-
coding, as has the handshake (i.e. the essentials of the π-calculus) following a simple
protocol in a room representing the channel.
5 Newer formulations being explored
Priorities are implicit in the SR’s (exit>speech>termination). They can be explic-
itly included in the calculus—extending the ideas in [10], a process has the priority
of its highest priority autonomous action (speech or exit), and will refuse to hear
speech at lower priority. Processes can always enter a room. It appears currently
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that in such a prioritised calculus, the SRs can be largely left as suggestions to the
programmer instead of being imposed.
Another change being explored is to map logical rooms on to physical locations
(which cannot be created at will). Movement is instantaneous if between rooms at
the same location, but takes time if between rooms at diﬀerent locations. Rooms at
the same location interleave their actions (only one action at a time at a location).
In such a calculus, there is no need to freeze rooms; subroutine rooms merely act
at a higher priority than calling rooms. It thus appears that priorities alone suﬃce
to synchronise walking and talking. One price to be paid is that the quicksort
algorithm now aﬀords no parallelism as it is carried out at one location.
6 Conclusions
This paper presents work at such an early stage because it seems to capture an
interesting model, with which it is possible and even fun to program. MBS needs
more exploration through examples, and a decision on the formulation (priorities,
locations, etc.), before an observational theory can be attempted. Questions such
as whether MBS can be derived from the π-calculus come even later (the answer
can build on [2,12]).
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